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1.

HISTORICAL SUMMARY AND MOTIVATION

It is now over twenty years since the development of
electronic, high-speed computers, and aver ten years since
computers became "standard equipment" on most college and
university campuses of the western world. Probably in another
ten years or less, inexpensive access to computers (or even some
form of inexpensive computer itself) should be a feature of most
". s ements in technology with attendant
homes. Despite dramat
reduction of costs, and with the pr... se of still further im-4
st glance, that education,
provements, it seems truly amazing, at
en greatly affected
in
particular
has
no
- higher education,
by the computer, and that generally usable compu
teaching aids are sorely lacking. However, one doesn't have to
look too far to see the reasons for this lack of educational use
and development of the computer.

First, it should be pointed out that the primary impetus for
the birth of the electronic computer resulted from the computational needs associated with the development of the first hydrogen
bomb by the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory in the early 1950's.
Thus, the first use of computers was for what is now referred to
as "number crunching", the numerical solution of seemingly complex
problems in applied mathematics. It was not long, however, before
the world of commerce and industry realized the/computer's asset
as an information processing machine. Combining its ability to
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."-itaie;:.procese,and retrieve data rapidly, with its equally rapid

Oility'to'performnathematical operations, the computer soon
r4440.utionized the administration of every large business
sperataon.
late,1950ts, the computer did begin to appear on some
tr.A. College campuses, particularly, ,on the larger campuses. But
- given -the foregoing historical perspective,- it -isn't too sur-

prisingthai practically all use was limited to scientific research
compUtations (for example,, by high energy physicists and theoretical chemists) and tek4ely administrative functions (for
Vkaliple, the printing of pay checks and the keeping of student
records).: Given the ready availability of basic and applied
esearch funding in those halcyon Awl, as well as the everpresent "publish or perish" syndrome, there is little wonder
that, as.An instructional tool, the computer was virtually
":untouched. Because initial expenditure and the maintenance costs
tit:a computer were borne exclusively by research income and by
savings realised in theadministrative operation, there was little
reason for university administrators to encourage its use for
educational development. Surely, such use would. only increase
the cost of and lengthen the educational process, while at the
-,,same-time it might limit the computer's access to the "paying
customers", those who "really" needed it to perform their duties.
The fact that most early campus computers were run in a batch
mode, also tended to minimize their educational potential.
Despite.the stated problems, some forward-looking faculty
members were able to gain access to local computers. Admittedly,
some ended up teaching computer programming courses, and thus,
never had .a real opportunity to investigate the computer's
effeCtiveness as a new educational medium in their chosen scientific disciplinee. A select few did, however, begin to adapt the
a measure
omputer to science and mathematics education.
of how few were, indeed, involved, note that in November 1965 the
ALS.) Commission on College Physics sponsored a three day
Conference on the Uses of the Computer in Undergraduate Physics
Instruction, held at the University of California's Irvine campus,.
which was attended by only about forty people. Of that number,
only fifteen were college physic's faculty, one was a chemistry
professor, about ten were associated.with computer or learning
centers, fourteen were employed by computer vendors and three
were Commission staff members. The author was told (by one person
who attended) that very few of the conference participants had a
contribution to make based on actual student participation in
computer-related instruction. By contrast, a "Son of Irvine"
conference, held at the Illinois Institute of Technology in
August 1970 for five days, again with Commission sponsorship,
drew almost 400 college faculty, primarily in physics and
mathematics.

Clearly-then, interest-in_cimputer-Aased science instruction
had increased dramatically in only five years, due partially to
improved computing capability4and access, and partially to the
impetus provided by governMent funding of various computer-based,
education projects, e.g., a sequence of university- centered
regional computer networks El). Either with the aid of government support or a dedication to improving the educational
process - sometimes both - a still relatively small group of
college faculty were introducing the computer into science and
mathematics curricula. Yet, the efforts of these pioneirs"
were not greatly appreciated by the majority of-their Colleagues;
particularly in research-oriented-universities, where the
"publish or perish" sword hangs over every untenured faculty
member's head. This situation was exacerbated when (inevitably)
special funding for computer-related education was terminated.
Many colleges found it too expensive to support those rrograms
initiated with external funding, and which, moreover, did not nave
Wide faculty acceptance.
.

As time progressed, campus access to computers increased. At
the same time, faculty interest in educational computing increased
too, especially among newer faculty members with practical experi7.
Given an interesi in using a computer to
enee in computer usage.
enhance the educational process, there still were major obstacles
for dedicated faculty to overcome.

Perhaps the first of these obstacles faced is a time limitation for program development. Whether one wishes to adapt a
computer program used previcaoly on another campus or to develop
one's own ideas, there is an obvious problem in finding the time
to create a smooth-running, well documented computer program.
Unless a faculty member starts checking -out a program well in
advance of its use with students, he soon finds that he is past
that point in the curriculum where a particular computer program
might be useful. In general, only a very small percentage of
instructors find they have the time, as well'as the expertise
and fortitude, to put an "imported" computer program into a form
It would take several years, in fact,
suitable for student use.
to build a sizable computer library of programs applicable to a
particular course offering.
,

Another time-related obstacle is the problem of integrating
If the computer
computer usage into existing course structure.
is to receive widespread acceptance as an edt.-ational tool, it
must satisfy two minimal requirements: (1) it must be at least
as effective as the medium it replaces in each application; and
(2) it must show promise that ultimately it will be no more
expensive to use than accepted educational media t21. The
latter requirement precludes using the computer as a supplement
to established media, or as a means solely to introduce new

Occasionally, either of the above mentioned $
uses may be feasible, but as a rule they should beiiiaaia7--Thus,
-liberal- use of the computer requires restructuring of any given
Of course, the computational flexibility so gained may
.-,course.
lead.quite naturally to the introduction of new topics into the
curriculum, along with the elimination of others which es a result
haVe become outmoded.

-'-nunricular-matemial.
`wry,

.

curriculum is a time-consuming task.
The restructuring of
The time factor becomes an ven greater problem when one discovers
terials which are computer - related
a dearth of,Ptblished text
and computer-compatible (due to the accurate perception of
publishers that the market for these is too limited). This
lies that an instructor must either.generate biA_Own printed
material or devote extra time in lecture periods to an explanation
2

of the- relevant material.

o

There is yet a third possibility an instructor might consider
in attempting to overcome the lack of suitable written materials
for computer usage. He could utilize the computer itself to
present the relevant pedagogy and to provide instructions for use
of computational programs. Tbts "solution", however, serves
mainly to point out another major obstacle to greater acceptance
of computer-based education: lack of a sufficient supply pf
terminals, in particular, interactive ones. If those faculty who
are attempting to "infect" their colleagues with a sense of the
computer's educational utility are only modestly successful, one
might often find such "conversions" meaningless when the demand
for terminal-time far outstrips its availability. In fact, it
seems' safe to say that most faculty already using the computer
with their students have been limited to doing so with classes
of relatively small size. The problem of terminal access for
urge classes becomes even more acute when lengthy interactive
Despite recent and expected reductions
alogues are involved.
interactive terminals, the limitations of terminal
in the cost
access promise to be a major obstacle for some time to cone.
In summary then, educational computer use has been limited
primarily by a lack of (1) readily available transportable
programs, (2) suitable curricular materials, and (3) sufficient
terminal access, particularly where interactive access is desired.
This author has attempted to circumvent these obstacles by
. organizing a collaborative effort among a selected group"tif,six
individuals in each of the disciplines: chemistry, physics and
mathematics. This project has been developed with support from
the National Science Foundation, under its College Faculty
Workshop program, and has received additional support from the
Exxon Education Foundation for disseminating the resulting
computer-based modules.

6

2.

MODULE DEVELOPMENT

The basic goal of this joint effort was to produce a
sequence of individual modules, each covering a specific topic
at the introductory college level Jr chemistry, physics or
mathematics. A module presents a body of information normally
'covered in one chapter of a textbook.
Unlike most textbooks,
however, each module may be used independently, i.e., it doesn't
depend specifically on the material presented in any other module
in a given series. There are, however, prerequisites stated for
most modules, but these may be satisfied in a variety of ways
using other educational media.
The motivation in producing these modules is-to-permit-IP- --,selected use of computer-based educational materials without
forcing instructors to adopt radically new curricula with heavy
emphasis on computer-based learning. Perhaps most importantly;
neither the instructor nor his students need be knowledgeable
about computer programming in using a module; and all computerrelated exercises can be performed on quite modest minicomputer
systems with only alphanumeric printing terminals as output
devices. This minimum hardware requirement doesn't preclude an
embellishment of programs on more sophisticated operating systems
with continuous graphic capability. Furthermore, a section of
optional probrems in each module contains some designed to
challenge those students with programming ability.

3.

NATURE OF A MODULE

Before presenting an outline of a module in each of the
three project disciplines, it iz necessary to review the general
structure and educational philosophy imposed. To a large extent,
the author was influenced by an "early" monograph entitled
"Introductory Computer-based Mechanics" by A. M. Bork,
A. Luehrmann and J. H. Robson [3], which was comprised of a
Student Manual and a Teacher's Guide. This nomenclature has been
retained in the current project, with the modification that the
designation Student Manual does not appear in print. Thus, a
student revers only to the "module on ----". For purposes of
differentiation in the current discburse, the titles, Student
Manual and Teacher's Guide, will be used.
Is a Student Manual nothing more than a rewrite of a textbook
chapter with occasional directives to use a computer program?
The answer to this rhetorical question is a resounding no
This
must be so, of necessity, if one it. to prevent use of the computer
as an addition to existing curricula (even if that additional use
has been suitably integrated).
The addition of computer exercises
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owast result in a corresponding restructuring of the written
presentation of relevant material.

The Student Manuals have been written somewhat in the form of
dialOgue, with liberal use of the second person, e.g., "al
abOld find. an optimum path such-that ---". The main body of a
StUdint Manual, the DISCUSSION section, requires,a student-to
carry out various exercises before continuing on with the textual
-narrative. An exercise may involve some simple (hand) calculations, the acquisition of auxiliary information, interpretation
of some previous diicussion, maccess to a computer program, with
Certainly, the
'subSeque4t interpretation of the resulting output.
computer is utilized in many of the exercises, but never
(intentionally) when a point may be illustrated more effectively
by reference-to anothei medium. It ihOuld be Clew' frail the
OM, that a module demands active student involvement by a
variety of means. What hopefully) will-become more evident from
later examples, is that this active involvement is discovery
oriented. By performing the various hand calculations and
computer exercises, the student is expected to "discover" the
relevant mathematical and physical laws which might otherwise be
stated as fact in a standard text, i.e., the student becomes an
active (as opposed to a passive) participant in the learning
process.
In keeping sight of the goal to minimize terminal access and
CPU requirements, while maximizing the information conveyed,
instructions on using a particular program and questiAls involving
interpretation of output, appear only in the texttof the module.
The computer is utilized primarily for (1) simulations, (2)
complex or otherwise tedious calculations, and (3) the generation
of graphic or tabular output. Operations involved in the above
uses are basically computational. Output is suite often displayed
ire graphic form, with the understanding that students will come
away from a terminal with hard copy in hand. Thus, a student may,
at his discretion, review both the output obtained and the module
text, integrating them as he proceeds. Typically, a module should
require no more than 1 to 11/2 hours of total terminal access (atal
transmission rate of about 300 baud). 'However, to be most
effective, this total time should generally be the sum of a few
individual sessions at a terminal.

INTEGRATING MODULES INTO THE CURRICULUM
Assuming active student involvement with each module as
described, does a particular module serve only to replace a
textbook chapter covering the same general subject matter?
The answer to this question may vary, dependent somewhat on the
module in question, and sommihat on the attitude of the instructor

using.it. At the very .least, a computer-based module can certainly
be used as a replecement for (or less desirably as a supplement to)
a textbook chapter. The only real justification for making Bach:.
a substitution is that the computer-related exercises and associateddiscussion provide the student with a deeper insight into the
relevant subject matter.

As a first approximatioe;_the"module concept is designed to
circumvent the obstacles to computer-based education mentioned
earlier.- It does this by offering an easy-to-use, inexpensive
alternative to a (mostly mythical) computer-oriented textbook
which requires more computer access than most instructors care
to assign, and perhapsmore-access than is, in fact, feasible.
Moreover, the modules are written in a form suitable for application to a persidelized.(self-paced) sy-tem drinstrucera.
While it might be necessary to add-conven mall non-computeroriented, self-paced textual materials to exIst bag modules for
completeness, the computer-based modules of the current project
require no modification for application to a self-paced curriculum. For example, the author has found it quite convenient on
two separate occasions when other duties required absences of
about one week from classes, to assign'a module based on material
not covered in lecture. Subsequent student testing on both occasionsyielded average gradei higher than those obtained for subject
While
matter presented via lecture and a conventional textbook.
the number of students involved in these two "trials" is not high
enough to warrant the heialding of a major breakthrough in educational design, the author was markedly impressed by the fact
that the standard deviations from the almost perfect average
grades, were exceedingly low. Put more simply, almost everyone
had perfect or near-perfect grades for the short quizzes based
on the two modules used.

k

Still another important application of some modules, is to
integrate them with conventional laboratory experiments in the
physical sciences. While it would be folly to use computer
simulations to totally replace existing experiments, the simulations can help to make more efficient use of laboratory time
and equipment, and once again, to offer students greater insight
into the physical laws governing their observations. The
Geometric Optics physics module has been student-tested successfully with this particular approach. While not all modules lend
themselves so well to integration with true laboratory, experience,
this type of application helps to illustrate the ultimate need
to restructure educational methods and curricula in.order to reap
the greatest rewards; educationally and economically, from recent
advances in all areas of educational technology.

The various approachea'to module use serve to show the
flexibility gained by-offering a collection of independent,

(e.
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seli-cantained materials which are reliant on no particular textbook,or curriculum. Because an attempt was made to achieve a high
.degree of universality, many existing modules contain optional
acColimodate those students in curricula deManding a
't :higherlevel of mathematical sophisticition. To be sure, no
.nodule can be truly universal in its application, and each reflects
to a degree the philotophy and student clientele of the individual
author(s), as modified by the editor for a given academic
NerierthelesaN many of the modules in their current
revised form have benefitted fram'student -testing at more than
one'institution of higher learning and from subsequent group
discussions, both intro,- and interdisciplinary ones, among the
411rodule project authors.

.

5.1

STRUCTURE bF A MODULE

Student Manual

The Student Manual of all modules contains each of the
following headings:

.

OBJECTIVES
This module uses
four computer programs
to examine the properties
of light rays
as they cross
from one medium to another.
It will help explain
why things seem to bend
going into water,
and ultimately,
how lenses affect light.

predict the behavior
of a light ray
crossing that interface.

Upon completion of this module,
you should be able to dcthe
following:

5. sCorrectly use

3.

State Snell's Law:

Given an interface,
determine whether a light ray.
will be refracted
or undergo
total internal reflection.
4.

1.

principal ray diagrams
to predict
the behavior of light
through one or two thin lenses
of given focal length and
position with respect to
some object.

Given an interface
between two media having
different indices of refraction,

PREREQUISITES

State the principle of
"least time" for light.
(Fermat's principle)
2.

OBJECTIVES
PREREQUISITES
INTRODUCTION
DISCUSSION
REFERENCES
PROBLEMS
APPENDIX
The OBJECTIVES section is generally less than a page in
It must unambiguously state just what knowledge and
41Itength.
echniques the student should have mastered upon completion of
the module, While sometimes there may be a few, descriptive
sentences stating general objectives, there is always a listing
of specific objectives in behavioridl form, e.g., "Upon completion
of this module, you should be able to do the following:
An example of module objectives,, taken from page 1 of Geometric
Optics, is presented in Fig. 1. It Should be noted, however,
that the particular two column, seemingly wastefUl PO printing
format is. not peculiar to all modules.
Although Fig. 1 indicates that therejire n PREREQUISITES
needed for use of the Geometric Optids module, ;this is not often
the case. In general, the Pagpmuisins indicate the Athematica2
background and previous knowledge required to insure successful
comprehension of the subject matter to be presented. On occasion,
a short pretest is offered, with answers provided.- If a student
at the correct answers, he is encouraged
has difficulty in

None

Figure 1.

OBJECTIVES and PREREQUISITES for Geometric Optics module

to study the related prerequisite topics before proceeding with
the main body of the module.
The INTRODUCTION is also generally brief, typically one to
two pages in length. It's function is fundamentally to review
th, requisite background information and to provide an interesting
leadTin, to set the stage", for the new material to be covered in
the DISQ4SSION section which follows.
In essence, the .DISCUSSION hag already been covered to a major
extent in a previous part of this exposition, namely that entitled
"NATURE OS A MODULE". The DISCUSSION section is, indeed, the
heart of the module, the surrogate textbook chapter regularly
requiring active student participation in the discovery of relationships and ideas in the physical sciences and mathematics.
In the DISCUSSION, a student is occasionally referred -to other
educational media for topics in which the computer can not be
used as effectively or in which thevother media are comip.ementary
to ibe computer.

'a
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With only a limited number of exceptions (all in mathematics),
students do not do their own programming in performing the computerrelated exercises in the DISCUSSION section. While this means that
students must utilize "canned" programs, the text explicitly describes exactly what mathematical and other operations the computer
is performing. Occasionally, fuli4y documented examples are given,
along with sample computer input and output. Although a range of
input pirameters is often suggested, a student must give serious
consideration to using the most judicious parameters in attempting
to answer the questions posed. Thus, even with canned routines,
the student's role is more than that of eepasiive observer to the
machinations of the computer. Additionillyf.he is presented with
a tool which enables him to see the effect of changing a variety
of parameters over wide ranges, He doesn' need to be limited to
a few "representative" illustrations in
textbook or, in some
cases, by the constraints of time and e ipment in a laboratory
situation.

the module, and how much time to allot for computer terminal
In this section too, there may be a discussion of what
access.
optional sections of the Student Manual to use with curricula and
students at different levels. If deemed appropriate, auxiliary
educational materials are suggested.
The SOFTWARE section includes program listings in relatively
The
unsophisticated BASIC, and ideally, in FORTRAN IV as well.
lack of programming sophistication is deliberate, in keeping with
the goal of having programs which can run "as is" on the most
modest of minicomputers and (BASIC) programmable calculators.
The choice of the BASIC and FORTRAN programming languages implies
no particular endorsement of them as being optimum, but rather
implies the belief that they are the two languages most readily
Sometimes includes under the SOFTWARE section are
available.
typical sample output runs, particularly in those cases for which
such output has not been provided in the Student Manual.

The remaining sections-of a Student

ual: REFERENCES,
greatly y from their textbook

counterparts.
Corresponding chaPters'in a large number of popular
textbooks at various levels is presented under REFERENCES. Unlike
the DISCUSSION section in which a student is required to do all
the exercises listed, the PROBLEM section contains a large body
of obtional problems to be assigned at the discretion of the
instructor. However, as with the DISCUSSION, not all the problems
involve the computer. A new feature, alluded to earlier, is that
some problems require the application of programming skills. The
APPENDIX is used primarily to present well-documented flow charts
of all the canned programs embodied in the module.

4115.2

Teacher's Guide

Put very simply, the Teacher's Guide provides all the documentation needed to permit students to execute all the programs in
the Student Manual, and additionally lists the solutions to all
exercises and problems. It also discusses the integration of the
The major headings are:
module into various, existing curricula.
EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES
IMPLEMENTATION
SOFTWARE
SOLUTIONS
The EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES,relate the level of achievement
expected of students and the modes by which this is to be
accomplished. The IMPLEMENTATION section offers suggestiona on
where the module can be inserted within the framework of various
courses, the total time to be set aside for students to complete
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6.

MODULES IN REALITY

The foregoing exposition was deliberately presented in a
dispassionate manner. This was done to put forward a set of
ideals to be embodied in the modules which were to be produced.
At this point, I just as deliberately switch to a more personal
approach in order to lay greater emphasis on the subjective nature
of the viewpoints to be expressed in evaluating the finished (or
almost finished) products and their degree of success in actual
use by students.
Before presenting a few specific examples of some of those
finished products, i.e., the modules, as well as discussing the
common approaches and some of the common problems faced within
each of the three academic disciplines, I wish to describe the
manner in which this Collaborative project was carried out.
Having decided upon the concept of a modular format as a means
for encouraging wider use of computer-based education, it was
quite obvious to me that even in dealing only with my own field
of physics, the task was too momumental for one individual, or
even two, to make significant headway. Furthermore, despite a
vast collection of computer programs and rudimentary lesson units
(in physics, cheMistry and mathematics) accruing from a number of
College Teacher Summer Institutes and similar activities I had
directed or been associ %ted with, I had no faculty colleagues
seriously interested in joining me in a full-scale effort to more
fully develop and test the material already on hand. The importance
of testing can not be stressed too much, because some of the programs and lesson units written by Summer Institute participants

13
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were not even implemented and used by all the faculty authors when
they returned to their home institutions. Since both more manpower
was required and the material produced had to be transportable to
institutions with differing computational facilities, it seemed
quite natural to recruit individuals on a national basis who had
already exhibited a strong interest in educational computer use
and an ability to write with some clarity.

S

I

Each summer since 1974 there has been a two or three week
combined workshop session for the five participants and one
group leader in all three disciplines. There also have been
briefer midyear discipline-oriented workshop sessions in 1975
and 1976 held in conjunction with national professional society
not only for the
meetings. These midyear sessions were organized
purpose of reviewing recent progress, but also for the purpose
of disseminating information en our efforts and seeking critical
comments from interested parties.
At first, we engaged tbree consultants whose area of expertise
was not necessarily associated with computing, but rather with
modularized teaching units and self-paced instruction. After
hearing from these consultants, we arrived by concensus at the
structural form of the Student Manual and Teacher's' Guide desmuch as
cribed earlier. We furthermore resolved to maintain, as
reasonably possible, an interdisciplinary approach to our efforts.
This is most evident in some of our mathematics modules which deal
with non - analytic methods of solution (e.g., numerical integration
and numeral methods of solving differential equations) appearing
in many of the simulation programs of the chemistry and physics
exercises
modules. Additionally, the mathematics modules have
and problems which relate to realistic situations experienced in
interthe physical sciences. To a lesser extent there is some
play between physics and chemistry in the areas of thermodynamids,

units, each of which is required to consume no more than one
week's effort. Occasionally also, a module is formed into
individual units merely for the purpose of delineating various
subtopics. Generally, a unit is not intended to be independent
However, more
of the other units in a particular module.
advanced topics or optional material is sometimes placed into
the last unit of a module where it may or may not be assigned
For
according to the discretion of a particular instructor.
example, in the mathematics module entitled "Elementary Numerical
Solutions for Ordinary Differential Equations", there are three
units, each, in turn, dealing with a higher level of approximation:
It is entirely possible that many instructors will be satisfied
with (or be forced by time constraints to be satisfied in) assigning only the first two =its, which cover numerical Meth" up to
and including the fourth order.
A module is ordinarily the direct result of the efforts of
one or two individuals, the only exceptions occurring in the
chemistry area in which as many as four of the group's members
Nevertheless,
contributed one or more units to a specific module.
every module in each discipline received critical input and
scrutiny from (at least) the.entire membership of that discipline
at the various project workshop sessions. As a result, I feel that the current revised versions of most of our modules have been
significantly improved over the corresponding preliminary versions.
I make this bold statement despite the well-known belief that a
camel is a horse designed by a committee.
,

A full set of module abstracts for all disciplines appears in
the Appehdix to this article. A few of these modules are not yet
available for testing. Below I describe in greater detail a few
representative ones and describe some general features peculiar
to the efforts of each discipline.

statistical properties and electrostatics.

Tbetask that we had set for ourselves being a major one,
even in light of our total number - eighteen in all - and our
collective commitment to computer-based science instruction, it
others"
was resolutely determined to "stand on the shoulders of
adopt and
In
other
words,
we
wished
to
in applying ourselves.
adapt as many existing computer programs which we found available
and which satisfied our needs. Completely new programs were to
be written only when nothing appropriate was found in the public
domain or in the private collections of the participants.
In keeping with our concern for flexibility and for offering
computer-oriented instruction in "small bites", we wanted each
module to encompass no more than one week of total student
impossible to meet
activity. In some cases, when it was found
that criterion, a given module was broken up into two or more
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6.1

Chemistry

The chemists have been the most prolific and best organizea
of the three discipline groups. This is a result partly due to
the efforts of a seventh member of this group during the original
three week workshop session, and partly due to a greater collective
spirit on the part of chemists in general, and these chemists in
particular. By far the major reason for this superlative effort
ia,the dedication and hard work of the group's leader, Professor
-Cynthia Jameson.
At the moment, the totality of the
by their authors to comprise just about
introductory one year college chemistry
realistically adapted to computer-based

chemistry modules are felt
all the topics of an
course which can be
(ideation of the type
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Since, in their opinion, this comes rather close
the.iotality of topics normally covered, they now would
iiPear,to beim a position to offer a self-paced, computer oriented Caine. They have strengthened this possibility by
bi,aAditiOn oemodule-like, modular appendices. These brief
iiiitS,hciSao computer-related elements, but provide expositions
,JOSOceitiCe on'the understanding of pH and on related mathematical
oieratiOne which are fundamental to any chemistry curriculum. The
tbremliitialiodular appendices are entitled "Exponential Numbers
and Logarithms", "Use of Conversion Factors" and "pH." Recently
,a fourth modular appendix on the "Naming, of Chemical Compounds"
Ass been added,-and this does use a computer gaae to aid the
Student.
.being; used.

THE CONCEPT OF EQUIIIDRIUM
THE PURPOSE OF THIS PROGRAM IS TO RID YOU IN
UNDERSTANDING THE CONCEPT.OF EQUILIBRIUM. THE GAS EOUS
REACTION DISCUSSED IS

A 0) B + C
FOUR PICTURES WILL BE SHOWN WHICH WILL REPRESENT THE SYSTEM
0.
AS TIME CHANGES, BEGINNING WITH TIME, T
CHOOSE THREE TIMES (IN MINUTES AFTER TIHE ZERO) THAT YOU
WOULD LIKE TO SEE, AND ENTER THESE TIMES (SEPARATED BY.
COMMAS) AFTER THE QUESTION MARK APPEARS -- E.G. ? 2,4,6

* **

PLEASE ENTER THREE TIMES IN ASCENDING ORDER?10,I5,20
As ens example of a module of major importance, and one which
es quite heavily on the computer in a variety of applications,
1-vish now to review in some detail the module on "Chemical
4quilpriumr, which is composed_of five individual units.

A

A

.

Unit 1, entitled "Introduction to Chemical Equilibrium"
attempts to have students discover the concept of equilibrium
from simulated empirical data. As such, it is essential that
students encounter the module prior to any discussion of this
topic in a classroom lecture (if such lectures are presented at
all). The EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES in the Teacher's Guide state
that upon completion of this unit, a student should have (1) a
qualitative understanding of chemical equilibrium, (2) an ability
to write an equilibrium expression for any chemical reaction and
(3) an ability to predict the direction in which a reaction will
proceed in order to achieve equilibrium.

The Student Manual begins with a somewhat more explicit
statement of OBJECTIVES than those stated just above. The
SITES are stated simply as an understanding of (1) the
e concept and (2) the stoichioietry of chemical reactions. To
eat this understanding, a PRE -TEST containing two multiple part
questions is presented, followed by a listing of the answers.
The INTRODUCTION then begins by sending the student to a computer
',terminal to execute the program
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A

A
A
A

A
A

R A

.

A
A A

A

A

A
A
***** .0.**** * .... ** ..********************v*****
+

TIME IS

MINUTES.

0

... ***** ...******41.4.********************
B A
C

+

C

A

B
A

A

A

A

R 8

A

A A B

B

***** .0.04.4,
C

After calling the program, the student is greeted by the
output shown in Figs. 2a and 2b, with the student merely entering
three values of time in minutes on separate occasions. Atter
each set of student inputs and each set of graphical responses
(denoting gas.molecules A, B and C moving randomly in a container),
be is asked the two questions, both in the computer output and in
the module text, "How do these pictures differ? How are they
similar?" The text goes on to provide a discussion which points
out the correct observations that should have been made by the
student. The major objective of EQSIM is to give the student an

A

A

A

A

8 C

TIME IS

Figure 2a.

10

C

A

A

A

MINUTES.

Partial output for the initial half of the program
EQSIM.
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NOW LET US CONSIDER STARTING WITH SUBSTANCES
B AND C AND OBSERVE HOW THE SYSTEM ATTAINS EQUILIBRIUM.
AS BEFORE, CHOOSE THREE TIMES YOU WISH TO OBSERVE.

THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO HELP THE
STUDENT EMPIRICALLY. DERIVE THE
EQUILIBRIUM EXPRESSION AND GAIN INSIGHT
UTO THE CONCEPT.OF CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM.
GIVEN THE FOLLOWING CHEMICAL REACTION:
A a B + C
THE FOLLOWING EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS WERE
OBSERVED.(CONC. IN MOLES/LITER)

PLEASE ENTER THREE TIMES IN ASCENDING ORDER710,15,20

.A(INITAL)
10.0

41.**************040,041,4********40.0.4.4.0
C
C C
C C C
C

BBBC
B

B C B

C

.

B

B

B

C

B
B

B B
B

C

-4

C

C
C

C E B

Et

C

B

TIME IS

*****
MINUTES.

0

141.4.141,...4

B

..0

C

C
C

4.142
2.649

1.832

1:832

6.1192

IT IS POSSIBLE TO FIND A RELATION AMONG
THE EOU/LIBRICM.CONCS.WHICH DOES NOT
CHANGE.AS ACINITIAL) IS CHANGENTRY
VARIOUS CGM3INATIONS.OF THE.EQUIL. CONCS.
AS.FUNCTIONS OF ACINITIAL) TO FIND AN
EXPRESS/ON WHICH IS INVARIANT.
FOR EXAMPLE: ACEQ) VERSUS ACINITIAL)
0

C
B

B

C

A

B

.asi
:168

C(E0)
7.320

7.320
5.492
4:142
2;649

R

C

C
B

N 1.50B
N \6511

'B(E0)

C

B

A

C

ACEQ)
2.679

B

B

C

7.0
5.0
3.0
2.0

\,,

B

A C
B

B

A

E
C
B
C
C
E
............4.......414414........#4,.... ***** ....

B

TIME IS

Figuro 2b.

10

MINUTES.

Partial output for the final half of the program EQSIM.

intuitive feeling for dynamic equilibrium. By counting the
-gaseous molecules of types A, B and C, he is expected to note
the similarities and differences between the different pictures
as the equilibrium state is approached from both sides. (In the
oral presentation of this paper, some observers felt that the
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CHANGES SHOWING THAT
MEG) IS DEPENDENT UPON ACINITIAL)
OBVIOUSLY, THIS

FRO% THE FOLLOWING TABLE SELECT THE
EXPRESSION.YOU WOULD EXPECT TO BE
INDEPENDENT OF ACINITIAL).
(1)
(3)
CS)
Figure 3a.

(A*13)

(C*B)/A
(C/A)

(2)
(4)
(6)

(B**2)
(C+B)
(C+B+A)

First part of output for program KEQ.
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random placement of the "gaseous molecules" tended to add confusion,
rather than serving to stress the random nature of the system as
the module's authors intended. This criticism will be taken into
consideration in planning future revisions).

ENTER YOUR SELECTION.6
0

I.
0
I

I
I

0

I

0
IO

********************
ACINITIAL)
THIS IS A CO:DION MISTAKE BECAUSE OF
STOICHIOMETRY.NOTE THE INCREASE.
TRY AGAIN
ENTER YOUR SELECTION.3
0

IQ 0

0

0

The student is then asked to consider whether there might
be a mathematical relationship for the equilibrium concentrations
To help in this
which are unique to the system being considered.
consideration, the student is_told to execute the program 04:
He is then greeted with the output shown in Figs. 3a and 3b.
The student is required (for each of the twp_examples.presented)
to determine which of the mathematical relations presented in
multiple choice form produces a function which is independent
of the initial number of moles of AA For pedagOgioalemaulais
I have included an early version of this program in which the
opening statement says "This program is designed to help the
student empirically derive - In our current version,
this dialogue has been changed to read "The purpose of this
program is to aid you in understanding the concept of equilibriumi"
In both the old and new versions I have underlined key words to
indicate the change to a more personal tone. The entit.e sentence
itself has been changed to a less pretentious form. For brevity,
not all the incorrect choices have been shown, but it should be
noted that each incorrect choice has its unique "error message."

I

I
I
I
I
1
I

I
I

********************
ACINITIAL)
THIS IS CORRECT. PROCEED.TO 2ND PART.
YOU HAVE SHOWN THAT FOR THE REACTION:

On returning to the text of the module, the student is presented with a summary of the correct observations which leads to.
the definition of the equilibrium constant for a general reaction
aA + bB * cC + dD, namely that K = (CMD]d/CATIEBT),,where K is
defined as the equilibrium constant. The discussion that follows
illustrates several important consequences in a ratherconvention41
manner, except that the student is requested to respond to some
problems posed (involving nothing more than simple hand calculations) after each area of discussion.

.

A

=

H * C

SCEOCCE0)/ACECI) = CONSTANT
REGARDLESS OF THE INITIAL CONCENTRATION
OF REACTANT A

Figure 3b.

Student trial-and-error for part of the program KEQ.
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Unit 2 is entitled "Le Chatelier's Principle" and is designed
to enable a student to understand qualitatively the effects of
concentration on a system at equilibrium. The OBJECTIVES statement
is far more explicit than that just given and the PREREQUISITES
are basically the stated OBJECTIVES of Unit 1. A pretest follows,
reviewing typical Unit 1 examples. The INTRODUCTION begins by
recalling some familiar physical systems under stress, e.g., an
unbalanced see-saw and an inflated balloon squeezed in its mid bection. By so doing it is hoped the student can See the plausibility of the generalization usually referred to as Le Chatelier's
principle, specifically that "when a stress is applied to a system
in equilibrium, the system adjusts by klieving the stress to
reach a new equilibrium state." After this observation has been
made, the student is introduced to two slightly more Complicated
systems, the-two-phase solid and aqueous solution of NaC1, and
a bottle of a carbonated beverage. .

:20
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After the introductory discourse, the student is requested
to ruu.LECHAT, a progrtm vhich simulates the gas phase reaction
A * B:O. C. Figs. 4a and 4b show part of a typical program run in which the student can'observe the effect of volume change
(at constant temperature) on the relative equilibrium concentration of the gaseous molecules. Not shown is similar output
-ith-shoveltheLegailibrium concentration for each initial
number of'molecules(fOr-Ai-B-and-C.) inputted by the student.
Back"in the text of this unit, the studeht-is-asked.tofill in
a table whicb summarizes the system's response, i.e., the Chinges
'in the numbers of A, B and C, to the various applied stresses,
adding more of any constituent molecule or changing the
esswre (by increasing or decreasing the volume at constant
temperature). The remaining DISCUSSION follows conventional lines
with problems interspersed and at the end. It is intended that
this unit be used prior to a possible (but really unnecessary)
lecture on the same subject.

CHOOSE A VOLUME BETWEEN 0.5 AND 1.5 LITERS.
?.5

*****th*tt*t*********k*

*AA.
A

*

a

C

B

A

k

DO YOU WANT AN INTRODUCTION? (YES OR NO)?YES
THIS PROGRAM ILLUSTRATES LE CHATELIER'S PRINCIPLE
BY ALLOWING YOU TO VARY THE PARAMETERS OF A SYSTEM AT
EOUILIBRIUM, NOTING THE EFFECTS. AN INITIAL SYSTEM IS
SHOWN WITH MOLECULES A, Os AND C IN A ONE-LITER FLASK
FOR THE REPCTION:
A <==> 8 t C
WHERE AJ OJ ANP C ARE GASEOUS MOLECULES.
***************ft*********k*ktk*kloc***kt*****
*
A C
C

!,

C

A

C

A
,

8

A

A

C C A

k

9

8 G

tk#:***k*%.**k*t*t***ticttictttk*t***t***t*************t**
t
A
C
A
B

*

*

A

A

*
x

Introductory remarks for the program LECHAT.
--
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*

**************************tt**************************
DO YOU WANT TO SEE ANOTHER VOLUME?N0

Figure 4b.

Student 3enerated output for the program LECHAT,

1,

3

********%******k***t*k*,tk**,,,,*"""kkkk"
00 YOU WANT TO SEE THE Emus or CHANGING THE mumerms

Figure 4a.
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DO YOU WANT TO SEE ANOTHER VOLUME?yES
CHOOSE A VOLUME BETWEEN 0.5 AND 1.5 LITERS.
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** LE CHATELIER'S PRINCIPLE **

*
*
*
*
*

C A
B C

*

1

k

A

*

*
*

A

ACACB

*
*

*
*

A

Becausef spatial limitations, it is not possible to review
the remaining units of Chemical Equilibrium in depth, and the
abstracts presented in the Appendix will have to suffice. A
few general comments are, however, in order.
In Unit 3, "Chemical
Equilibrium Calculations;" there are three computer programs
utilized. The first employs a trial-and-error approach to finding
equilibrium concentrations for problems that the student is
taught to solve by analytic means as well. The second program
14eaction and
uses the same, approach for the student's chOiCe
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initial conditions on systems too complex to handle algebraically.
The third program involves the generation of a quiz, with random
number generation utilized to provide personalized tests.
A
student works on the problems off-line, and then inputs his
answers and quiz code n
to the computer at a later time for
grading.
The last mentioned program is a perfectly valid application
of comppter-based education, but it does fall outside the
objectives of the module project itself. While it is a reasonably
efficient use of the computer for drill-and-practice work, it
does require a non - trivial amount of terminal printing time, and
for many computer environments terminal accessibility is the
limiting feature, a situation that these modules are designed to
alleviate: A still even more non-essential computer use comes
in Unit 5, "Heterogeneous Ionic Equilibria," in which the computer
merely prints
a page of tabular and graphical output (upon
calling and running the program). There is no student input to
the prOgram at all and every student has the same data presented.
The Teacher's Guide for this unit states that the output is
designed to give a student the feeling of Raving performed.a real
experiment.
However, I question whether a page of identical
text in the Student Manual is any less valid in attempting to
cobve5wthis feeling.
It might be noted also that introductory text prior to each
simulation could more economically (in some instances) be
embodied in the Student Manuals, or at least offered only as an
option for those students who occasionally might find themselves
at a terminal without the benefit of a Student Manual to consult.
Many such introductory remarks were put in when programs were
first written and prior to the time when modules were in typed
form.
As work on this project Continues, dialogue found super-c''
4111fluous'will be expunged from the final versions of our programs.
The critical comments just made above, should not be construed as a negation of the lauditory statements made at the
beginning of this section.
Rather, these comments have been
made to show how the actual modules deviate from the stated goals
of the project, and to indicate that we have not yet prodnced our
final products. These remarks apply equally well to the other
two project disciplines.
In general, I am quite pleased with how
far we have come in a period of only two years.
This could have
occurred only with a strong effort of all participants, particularly when working on their own between group workshop sessions.

JO

6.2

Physics

Probably the major problem faced in producing universally
acceptable curricular materials for an introductory'phrsics
course, is the great variation that exists in course offerings,
even within a given university.
A sequence of courses covering
the same major topics may vary anywhere from three credit-hours
per week for one or two semesters to four credit-hours per week
for four semesters; the mathematical backgrounds of the students'
may vary from an inability to do simple algebra to proficiency
in analytic geometry and.calculus; and the career interests of
the students span an incredible range including poetry, nursing,
electronic repair, photogrsphy,.business, mortuary sciencej-psychology, biological science, physical science, ingineekng,
etc. Even allowing fo: variation in level of presentation, there
is probably no general concensus on which topics to cover after
dealing with the basic ones of mechanics, electricity and magnetism,
and the conservation laws of energy and momentum. Even within
those areas there is a vide latitude of approaches. We decided
es a primary criterion to choose subject matter 'which could be
enhanced best by computer simulations, and 'Sorried about the
universability of the material as a secondary consideration only.
,
By adopting the "student discovery"type of approach, we felt
that all students would benefit, even those with the mathematical
sophistication to derive moot relevant analytic expressions.
Optional sections of Student Manuals have been included to satisfy
the needs of students requiring greater detail and having a more
highly developed mathematical background.
Almost all physics modules employ simulations designed to
provide insight, and some involve "games that teach." Two bf
the modules, "Wave Motion" and "Electrostatics" use the'computee
primarily as a graphing tool: the former to plot the addition
of sine waves; the latter to plot electric field lines and
(two-dimensional) equipotential surfaces for arbitrary electric
charge distributions. LAB an example of the computer as a
simulation device of unusual power, i.e., as a tool offering
exquisite insight, I review now the module entitled "Statistical
Properties and the Behavior of Gases."
This module is broken into three short units, each dealing
with a different (but related) topic.
Total terminal time
required, has been found from experience to be about one hoir.
There are no prerequisites, yet the major EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVE
is to introduce the statistical foundations of thermodynamics
and kinetic theory into introductory physics. This is abcomplished
by emphasizing the dependence of macroscopic properties of systemson the randomness of those systems.
Additional factors such as
energy conservation are introduced, and their consequences are
.investigated. Because many macroscopic properties are independent

,
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-Re is asked as part of the same exercise to state the most
frequent end point for each walk length, how this valucebenges
as the walk length increases, and 'what bppens also to-the,,ibepe
of the histogram as the walk length 'increases. After-riCarding
these observations, he is required to repeat the same sequence
of walks three more times for the probabilities 0,3, 0.61m4:0.7
of moving to the right, and to compare the reehlte-(I simple of
which is shown in Fig. 6) with those obtained tor-the-first
exercise. FIT" his results, he should learn that for the firit
case of equal probability (for a move in either direction), the
most frequent ,end point is in the vicinity.of the starting point
for any step length, but the distribution spreads as the,step
length is increased. With unequal probabilities, there is a
shift of the most probable end point Lathe direction of higher
probability, and this shift increases as the number of steps
increases.

0:the-details of the model chosen to describe the microscopic
:etiUcture,ofe system, extremely simple models may be used to
simulations.
-The:INTRODUCTION of Unit 1, "Random Walk and Diffusion"
;provide' an elementary dismission of randomness as applied to
coi =toiling and dice rolling. The DISCUSSION section then
,continues this discourse by applying coin tossing to the classic
ono-dieensional random walk problem. It goes on to relate this
to a computer program RAND which simulates exactly this problem.
:',Tisepragram's algorithm is fully explained and the technique
1itielf is described, as a form of Monte Carlo technique to be
tiliaed_ia subsequent prggrams.
_

In a first exercise with RA, the student runs the
program for different walk lengths, from 10 to 200 steps of one
unit each, 200 times for each length, and with a probability of
0.5 for a move to the right. Figure 5 illusttates a typical
output histogram showing the frequency of the various endpoints
reached. The student may also request output in tabular form.

.
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Figure 6.

,Figure

Random walk simulation*for the case of equal
probabilities of moving left or right, obtained
9gram RAND:
using the
0

Raidom walk simulation for the case of greater
probability. in moving to the left, obtained using
the program RAND.
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The= consequences of this shift for unequal probabilities
become fir more apparent when the student is asked to consider
onerdlienSion field of 31 positions labeled from 0 to 30, and
foimmver tO'be placed at the midiJint (position 15) with a
of 2/3 for moving a unit distance to the right, and
Re than is asked what are the probabilities
of 3./3,-tio the left.
of,reching the two end points (30 and 0). The student may do
this qUite easily in an exercise which uses the program RWALK, a
Aionte'Cirlo,eimulation of theesituation described, but in the
series of games. A-game terminates when either end
form of
pent is reached, with a "win" attributed to that particular
result; loin for "the other team" occurs when the opposite end
pOint iskiiehod in some other game. The student must input the
nuiber of field positions (30),.the starting position (15), and
the probability of.moving toward zero (0.333333). .Figure 7 shows
the outcome of having the computer execute 100 games, with the
"-of one game illustrated. Any.number of the games may
splayed in this fashion, but it is unnecessarily time conbe
suiting to'eall for more than a couple of them. I have deliberately
referred to "the outcome" aboire,"because even though each game ill
statistically independent of every other game, there are statistically overwhelming odds that the outcome of 100 games (with the
given input) would result in a score of 100 to O. An additional
exercise using RWALK requests that the user find what starting
position will result in an equal probability of reaching either
end (with the same probabilities of 2/3 and 1/3 for steps to the
right and left). The usually surprising result is that one must
start in field position 1 to insure something even close to a
score Of 50 to 50 for 100 games. Any higher starting position
provides significant bias to the contest, The significance of
these startling results are then related to the random motion of
electrons in a current-carrying wire.

I Ways

A

A -B

12314

4-0

(1)

3-1

(4)

2-2

(6)

1-3

(4)

.

.

Unit 2, "The Approach to Equilibrium and Equilibrium
/Fluctuations," is essentially aimed at shoving how the microscopic
statistical behavior of a system, determines its macroscopic
state, although the stated OBJECTIVES are presented in much
greater detail. PREREQUISITES consist only of a familiarity with
the molecular nature of gases, i.e., that they are composed of
"tine molecules moving at high speeds and have relatively large
average distances between them. The INTRODUCTION briefly recalls
that we expect to find about 1019 molecules per cubic centimeter
of air. I4ore importantly, it states that the results obtained
from statistical computation do not tell us "how the system must
behave, but instead, how it is most likely to behave:" The
Discuss= begins by enumerating the number of different ways to
arrange four labeled molecules into two initially empty containers.
The table that follows is identical to that in the nodule text.
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1 2 3

4

1 2 4

3

1 3 4

2

2 3 4

1

12

34

1 3

2 4

14
34
32

.23

2_4

12
14
13

1

2 3 4

2

1 3 4

3

1 2 4

1 2 3

12314

0-4

(1)

As an exercise, the student is requested to perform the same
"cataloguing" operation for an increase to 6 molecules. The
ramifications of this change are discussed, pointing out that
the probability of finding an equal or near equal distribution
of molecules in the two boxes increases quite dramatically as
the number of molecules becomes considerably greater. At this
point, the user is presented with the basis for another computer
simulation,EHREN. In it, we start with two containers of equal
volume, initially with one empty and the other with an arbitrary
number of gas molecules. The computer "chooses" a molecule at
random and "moves" it from the container it currently occupies
to the other one. This operation is repeated a specified number
If that number is large enough, we expect to find an
of times.
equilibrium distribution of about equal numbers in each container.
The results of this simulation, which the user must call using
several sets of input, can be obtained in graphical or tabular
form. Figure 8 shows a sample of the former.
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ae
ENTER THE NUMBER OF PARTICLES IN 'A' AND
THE NUMBER IN 'B', SEPARATED BY A COMMA?1000,0
ENTER THE NURSER OF CYCLES TOTAL, AND THE
Numemor CYCLES_ PER 9EPORT, SEPARATED BY
A COMMA?3000,100
DO YOU WANT NUMERIC OR GRAPHIC OUTPUT ?GRAPHIC

REALE

WHAT:,011 YOU WANT TO 11116 THE FIRST TEAMINSTEIN

4

TNICIEEIND TEIMINEWTON

HOWIQUer STEPS De YOUNANTt MUST WE >6131
WHAT DO YOU WANT'TOR THE.STARTING POSITIONIIS
HMI MANY OF TM FIRST 100 GRAPHS DO YOU VANT.PRINTED?I
aNE.YHE ',ROMAGNA?, OF MOVING TOWARD EtRe1.333333
>
14
-STARTING POINT
.333333
a
---PRODADMITY

EINSTEIN
0

-- -GAME MOVES

*

to

20

IS
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a
a

a
a

a

a NEWTON WON.
GAMES GUT OF 100.
GAMES our OF 100.
GAMES TOOK OVEE 1000 MOVES.

a

0

0

too.

DI YOU CARE FOR ANOTHER GAMIN,

Figure T.

Sample run of the program RWALK.

NEWTON
30
. H

100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1.000
1,100

a

EINSTEIN WON

I
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H

NEWTON, WON

THE EHRENFEST GAME:
TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICLES a 1000
100
CYCLES PER REPORT

1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500,

'

2600
2700
2800
2900
'3000

yip

'A'

I
IAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
IAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
IAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
IAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
IAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
IAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
IAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
IAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
IAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
IAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
IAAAAAAAAAAAAA
IAAAAAAAAAAAAA
IAAAAAAAAAAAAA
IAAAAAAAAAAAA
IAAAAAAAAAAAA
IAAAAAAAAAAAA
IAAAAAAAAAAAA
IAAAAAAAAAAAA
IAAAAAAAAAAAA
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Figure 8.

EHREN output for 1,000 particles pleca initially in
container A, with none initially in container B.
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I shall suspend further detailed exposition of the module
-atthis point in the interest of brevity. However, I do wish to
mention that the relationship between sample size and fluctuations
is fully exploited. Unit 3, "The Boltzmann Factor and The Law
of Atmospheres," uses a program ATHOS 'which is similar in many

respacts to HEM Figure 9 provides a sample of partial output
I'd also like to point out the presence of some
from A3M08.
optional discussion sections which treat the subject material
with mathematical rigor appropriate to upper class undergraduates
or at least for students enrolled in a calculus-level introductory
physics course.
I shall not try to analyze the shortcomings of our physics
modules because I am too closely associated with them to see
these ea clearly as others. Our major problems are, as already
indicated, a possible non-uniformity of level of presentation,
and subject matter which may not have universe]. applicability.

6.3 Mathematics
The mathematics participants initially set out to produce
modules (for the most part) applicable to the elementary calculus
curriculum and for use by students of mathematics, the physical
sciences end engineering. Certain of these modules, as mentioned
earlier, cover. material not even worth mentioning if it were not
for computer access, e.g., numerical methods for integration and
the solution of differential equations. Most of the modules
falling into this category deal with approximation methods that
rely heavily on the computer solely as a computational tool.
Although real physical, biological, social and economic applications tre stressed in all modules, the computer use of the
Corresi
actual mathematics invoked is,of necessity computational.
ponding the use of simulation as an educational aid has been
sparse when "compared to such use for chemistry and physics. I
don't necessarily agree, however, that discovery-type simulations
of physical events should be avoided altogether, particularly
since rigorous mathematical proofs may be included as well. Yet,
it seems particularly difficult to convince our mathematicians to
take anything but a conservative approach to computer-augmented
I believe too,that-they may well be representative
education.
of mathematicians everyvhere, so that they may be quite practical
in disregarding my suggestions for more creative uses. A similar
situation seems to apply to chemists, who seem to use the computer
quite often simply for drill-and-practice operations, particularly
since so much of introductory chemistry is empirical in nature.
Midway through the current project, the mathematicians recognized a much greater need and market for computer-oriented
materials in what might be called "business mathematics," even
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ATMOS output foi 100 particles starting at level
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lOaka,of thy' methods'coveredhave equal validity (but lesser
*e)7fOr science students. To aid them I brought them in

cOntactwiththe Dean of IIT's Stuart School of Business and
g-divatei of the computer in solving industrial
problems. He stressed theneed_forap:update on the mathematical
metiedi?lbeing taught to his students and pointed out that typiCelli aboUt 500,000 students are enrolled in "business math"
courses each year in the U.S. This information, and the earlier
Convictions of some of the mathematicians themselves, did lead
to-a stroLi effort to develop business-oriented modules. A good
ea:ample of this is the one entitled "Solving Linear Systems of
Equations Using Gaussian Elimination," a first version of which
igiCapPeared in tha initial stage of the project.
The Gaussian Elimination module can, in fact, be used by a
student to learn this method without recourse to any computer
usage.
Nevertheless,-the method (involving matrix manipulation)
is taught via an algorithmic approach; indeed, it is referred to
as-the Gaussian elimination algorithm. The student is then told
that he could save a great deal of effort in solving large
systems of linear equations by applying this algorithmic approach
to the Writing of a computer program. He is led through the
programming on a step-by-step basis, in a sense reinforcing the
understanding of the algorithm used earlier [This module, unlike
most others does presume that the student has had a minimum of
a 2 to 3 hour discussion on programming in BASIC or FORTRAN IV hardly an overwhelming requirement]. The total program is separated into four subprograms called NONZERO FINDING, SWITCHING,
NORMALIZING, and BLASTING. Each subprogram performs a .single
mathegatical task on a matrix as follows:
NONZERO FINDING locates the first row, starting at a specified row in a given column, for which the entry is nonzero;
SWITCHING interchanges two rows;
NORMALIZING reduces the coefficient of a diagonal element.
to 1;
BLASTING reduces non-diagonal elements to 0.

Well-annotated flow charts are included for each subprogram,
as well as the initial programming statements for given test
matrices.
The module entitled "Markov Chains" is one in which the
computer is used only for its calculations' ability. Both
regular and absorbing Mart chains are introduced by presenting
some interesting "real-li " problems. In the former instance,
this problem involves determining the percentage of the ultimate
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market for the product of each of four manufacturers, given
certain buying patterns. The latter instance involves a
determination,of the long term population of assistant, associate
and full. professors at a university, given certain patterns of
mobility and transition. These problems are not only of some
interest, but provide a model and "raison d'etre"for the study
of Markov chains. The computer is used only td handle assigned
exercises in which it is necessary either to find some high-order
power of a,Matrix or the inverse of the identity matrix minus
a given matrix. I personally feel this module is well-structured
and presented, but I feel also that it could possibly be enhanced by the addition of a simulation which helps establish a
feeling for the probability of various events upon which the
analysis involving matrix operations is based. Ihave been
informed, hoiever, the approach chosen vas deliberate (and is
symptomatic of other modules in this discipline) to, make the
module more palatable for potential publishers.
The project mathematicians believe that their business
modules will provide in themselves an entire curriculum, worthy
of adoption "in toto" and possibly in book form. Only time will
tell if this judgment is corgct. In the interim I have exhorted
them to gain as much experience as possible with their-own
students. They feel, on the other hand, that their calculusrelated modules are more likely to see piece-wise adoption because
these do not constitute the basis of an entire curriculum.
.

7.

EVALUATION

The past academic year is the first in which significant
actual testing of the modules has been carried out in the only
really meaningful way - through student use. -Previously,
embryonic versions of the modules did receive some studehttesting, but generally this was done only by a given module's
originator: Unfortunately, this is still the fate of some
modules which have just come to fruition during the past year.
The major use and evaluation took place for the chemistry_modulei
at three institutions: Virginia Military Institute, Western.
Carolina University and Xavier University. Physics modules,
were used at Pima (community) College and my own institution,
IlT, while I believe the only (non-author) use of some mathematics modules occurred at Carnegie-Mellon University. These
are all institutions represented by participants in our project,
although some module adoptions were made by the participants'
colleagues. Generally, there were no more than twenty to
thirty students involved at each university.
,
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At the same time the modules were first distributed, a
Mtbdent'iiiluationsfOrm and an instructor's evaluation were
Oduc.d. Al most instructors using the modules sotar have
oUi=ovn4aiticipants, we've-re concerned/mainly with student
b:,7UnfOrturiat4y-irsOsie--Of our participants tailed
oversight to:have their studenti-fills-out_the,forms,
jais,formileialuations have been reported. ten-fever,
l'!"*Cobtaibvaluska& feedback from the three universities
umlneald:or most of the chemistry modules, and from i/T, where
bolleaglie and,I used a total of three physics nodules. In
Aim* Pile, a fundamental error was made; namely; the students
,ieeriaiied to fill out and-return the evaluation forms at their
vadienience.`Asb-result, completad forms averaged aboUt 50%
of student enrollment at each reporting institution, combining
Despite this sad
tomake a total of less than 100 responses.
record, there were many common responses, independent of discipline;
bnein the case ter chemistry where the entire collection of
Modules were used in several classes, a few less-well received
modules were identified.
The student evaluation form asked the student to rate his
degree of agreement with three positive statements:
1.

This module (or unit) helped me understand the subject
matter better.
.

2.

The module was well worth the effort I put into it.

3.

I would prefer to use a complete set of modules instead
of regularly scheduled lectures.

The student evaluators were almost unanimous in agreeing with
*the first two statements, and were for the most part in disagreement with the last. We are naturally encouraged by the
first two responses, since a negative response would be a clear
signal of failure (although it is known that positive statements
usually elicit positive responses). We are not really too concerned about the last response, because in no case was a completely self-paced mode of instruction employed, and I strongly suspect, as well, that almost all the students involved had never
bad any experience with this type of_presentation. Furthermore,
self-paced instruction does not preclude occasional lectures
----being-offered, and additionally, students were not offered any
intermediate alternatives, e.g., a course involving both
lectures and modules.
The fourth question asked students to. rank in order of
effectiveness (for the material covered in a given module),
eight different educational media, including one referred to as
"ether students." Not too surprisluzly, lecture or lecture
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demonstration obtained the highest concensus Tanking, but most'
encouraging was the fact that the modules outrankid a conventional -'
textbook.

Additional questions asked for a report on the totalime
and terminal time-used for the module in quest/On. Responies.
were quite uniform (although not completely so):and within the
limits anticipated by the module authors. A request for spOific,
comments yielded some which will be of value When thanext."
_
editions of the modules are prepared.
-

,,
I can summarize our entire evaluation input brssyferthat
it has served to reinforce the strength of our convictionmiti'--of
proceeding to_eroduce additional Deciulee sato reviaing
improve
the existing cues. We realize, however; that we must
the quality of our evaluation procedures and collect a far
greater sample of student and faculty opinion.

ma

8.

A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE

It is tar too early to forecast the ultimate success of our;
At the moment, additional external
as yet, unfinished efforts.
funding for additional activities and for dissemination of our
intend to
modules is uncertain. But whatever the outcome, we
materials
which
are
easily
usable
pursue our goal of producing
and desired by a large segment of the academic community, and as
a result, to interest a reputable publisher to purchase the
rights to our finished products.

We realize that more immediately we must have greater
feedback from both students and faculty. To this end I have
charged the participants in this project with seeing that our
modules are used more fully on their campuses. We also have
100
sent out,either free or at cost,sets of the modules to about
Wdiscipline
during
the
past
year.
to 200 individuals in each
are only now catching up with requests still coming in as a
result of a general mailing and articles or notices in professional
institution not
journals. I am encouraged that at least one
already planning to use
represented by project participants is
during
our chemistry modules with a class of 20 to 25 students
will
and
that
Xavier
University
the 1976-1977 academic year,
"go all the way" at the semi time in using the chemistry modules
with an estimated 175 students. Although one member of the
Xavier Chemistry Department is one-of our participants, the
decision to use the modules was made by his four-colleagues.
forthOther commitments to adopt °dr modules are believed to be
at
module
availability'
is
welcome
coming, and any inquiry as to
this time.

APPENDIX
If our'specific efforts do not result directly in the
,-desired pUblication of our ultimati efforts, I will not despair.
Through,our public relations efforts, we are exposing the
academic community to a particular type of framework and approach
I believe
to utilising -the medium of computer-based education.
doing,
alongfwith'elements
of
that Some ellsents of what ve are
other' presentations in this volume, shall survive to enhance and
thought
reduce the cost of the educational process. With this
in mind, I can only be proud of our efforts thus far, and
continue to press onward with an open mind'and renewed determination.
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PHYSICS MODULES

A.

Impulse and Momentum
Dan Davidson
Pimatpollege
.

.

Three programs are utilized in helping students to understand
these fundamental physical quantities, their relation to Newton'i
laws of motion, and the conservation of Momentum. to 1,s.rc.Ise
involve the increase in velocity, ef'a body as "impulse units"
are added, conservation of.momentum calculations, and the
behavior of a rocket ship'in a gravity-free enwirnnm.t.
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duty. Itr various secretariesand student
contributed significantly to making this project a reality.
Finally, but certainly not least, I wish to pay tribute to a
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man who not only was among the first to recognize the
been
helping
me
continually
potential of the computer, but has
entry into the field almost
with ideas and encouragement since my
a decade ago, Professor Alfred Bork:

1.

I.

which
The author vas involved with one,of the first of these,
featured remote teletype access from twelve colleges to the
ZIT Computer Center.
A computation of the costs of university classroom instruction
made about 5 years ago indicated about $5 to $6/hour.
Computer-based education is comparable to this.
from
Edited by R. Blum (Comm. on Col. Physics 1968), available
of
Physics,
SUNY,
Stony
Informatiofi Pool, American Institute
Brook, N. Y. 11790.
Lillian Lieber in The Education
This style was introduced by
of T. C. Mite (The Common Nan in the Street).

B. .Circular and Orbital Motion
Lawrence E. TUrner, Jr.
Pacific Union College

This work provides an introduction and discussion of circular
motion,
motion, beginning with the kinematics of uniform circular
one
of
which
is
circular
and including several applications,
generalized to
satellite orbits. The orbital motion is then
include the elliptical situation.
C.

Wave Motion ''
Harold Weinstock, IIT, and
Samuel. Wiley, Cal. St. Col., Dominguez Hills

,t

Students
A complete introductionto wave motion is presented.
sine
access a series of programs which permit the addition of
in
graphical
or
tabular
form.
waves, with output available
Problems involve the principle of superposition, the phenomenon
of beats, Fourier synthesis, and standing waves.
D.

Interference and Diffraction
Dan Davidson
Pima College

Two programs are used to simulate the effects of interference'
Conceptslare developed, gradually increasing
and diffraction.
slitin sophistication from double slit interference to multiple
gratings with diffraction. Fresnel diffraction is dealt with

first, and Fpunhoffer diffraction is treated as a &dial case.

39Optics

I.

DIaidson,-PiU College

The Principle of Minimum Energy
Wayne Lang
MacMurray College

.

-0401eii.Antroduction to refraction- and some discussion of
-4,

reileetiOnYli -Piteleated. Beginning with a ,Computer game
AiiiiiiiiinOiriat'sprinciple, the student uses prOgrams
iniolelif SneliYi law and total internal reflection, refraction
-pflightthrough.,a prism, and two lens optical systems.
,Y;

Electrostatics
Philip Goldstein
jersey City State College

The gravitational potential energy between two maises is
'intrtiduced and then expanded to thipotential *per& sum
for many masses. Two expressions for this sum are developed
And
computer program based upon one of ttise expreilions
is eihibited. "Other applications of the minimum energy:princiiledmvolve'nrystalline'itructure, the shape of_avater drop and
nuclear energy.
J.,

.

_Thin 1, -.Coulomb's Law. This unit includes a diScUssion of.basic
-elietrostatic phenomena and their interpretation in the light of
iheory. Brief glimpses into the historical development of
electric theory are included. The computer is used to compute
forces toetieln charges.

atolic

Unit 2 - The Electric Field. Topics covered are the Concept of
.electric fields, field maps and field lines, two important charge
distributions and the motion of particles in electric fields.
Unit 3 - Electric Potential. After a discussion of electric
potential and potential energy, and the relation between electric
field and potential, the computer is used to plot the twodimensional equipotential surfaces of specific charge distributions.
G.

Magnetism and Charged Particle Motion
Harold Weinstock
Illinois Iastitute of Technology

Students utilize a program which allows them to specify uniform
magnetic and'electric fields, and the initial, velocities/Of
particles. Output is in the form of drawings of two diMensional
projections of the motion and of the energy vs. ti7/relationship.
H.

/

Transient and Alternating Current
Dan Davidson
Pima College

/7Several computer programs are used to/aemonstrate graphically DC
transient and AC circuit response. Effects of resistors, inductors and capacitors are discussed. These are then related to
phase, reactance and inductance in AC circuits.

Statistical-Properties and the Behavior of Oases
Sakuel.L. Wiley, Cs].,. St..

Dominguez-Ulla)

and Harold Weinstock, IIT
An introduction is given to properties associated with random
processes in many-particle systems. .Students use' computer
simulations to observe the effect.ctraidomnest and the statistical, behavior of collections of particles of varying size.'
Topics covered include random wall, gaseous diffusion and
energy distributions.
K.

Temperature and Thermal iquilibrium
Samuel L. Wiley
California State College, Dominguez Hills

Computer simulations are used to demonstrate the behavior of
systems in thermal equilibrium. The heat content and temperature
of a gas are related to the kinetic energy of its component
molecules and it is shown that thermal, e011ibrium is established
between' two systems when their average molecultr kinetic-energies
are equal.
L.

Radioactive Decay and Nuclear Processes
Lawrence E. Turner, Jr.
Pacific Union College

This module'presents.tte concept of radioactive decay beginning
with the statistical aspects of the decay events.
Nuclear
fission.is'discussed with simulations that consider critical
mass configurations, moderation, and reactors.

-
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CHEMISTRY MODU1ES
s;

A.

Modular. Appendices
1. EMponentiil Numbers and Logarithms - C. Jameson

2. Usmof Conversion Factors - R. Williams
3.

4.

B.

pli,,etrong Acids and Bases - F. Settle
Namingof Chemical,Compounds - A. K. Jameson. A hangman
game (NAME) on the computer introduces the student to
names of elements. The system of chemical nomenclature,
is discussed in the manual. The program NOMEN presents
the student with chemical formulae. He types in the
names and is judged interactively. Nomenclature is
normally not inclUded in a lecture, but is assigned to
students. This_Appendix suffices as a sole source.

Atomic Structure
A. IC Jameson
Loyola University

The classic experiments leading up to the Rutherford model of
the atom are discussed. The program MLKAN simulates the Milliken
oil drop experiment.
C.

Stoichiometry
Unit 1:

The Mole Concept.
Robert C. Williams
University of Nebraska

41

He varies the temperature. A picture, of the system'
conditions.
is shown at each temperature. The data (volume and temperature).
are then tabulated. The student is,alsom.11owed to vary the,,,
pressure at Constant'temperature, and the data (volume and
In the,manuaL the compulsory
pressure) are tabulated for him.
exercises ask the student to plot P and V, V and 1/111.V and
t (1C). He is to find the zero volume intercept and the conver-'
sion from Celsius to Kelvins." Ideal gas law problems are also
discussed.
'

Unit 2:

Phase Equilibria
M. Bader
Moravian College

A standard discourse with problems interspersed, but without
any computer usage, is involved.
E.

,solutions

Unit 1:

Introduction to Solutions
M. Bader
Moravian College

This uses a "2-pass" quiz program. The first pass generates a
In the second pass, the
quiz which a student takes off-line.
student enters his answers and the quiz code number. This code
-number, generated randomly on the first pass, acts as a key to
obtaining the correct answers to and,subsequent grading of the
quiz.

This 'unit deals with problems involving the mole concept, elemental composition and determination of empirical formulas. The
programs used are 3 drill programs: MOLE, PERCOM and EMPIR,
Which provide problems and check student solutions to them.
Unit 2:

Solving Stoichiometry Problems.
Robert C. Williams
University of Nebraska

This provides problem-solving practice with tutorials and drill
on simple stoichiometry, limiting reagent and perdent yield
problems.
D.

Gases; Liquids and Solids
Unit 1:

Unit 2:

Molarity, Molality and Concentration Conversions
M. Bader
Moravian College

Molarity and molality are discussed and examples ire worked out
The student then has a chance to take a "2-pass"
in` detail.
quiz to test his knowledge of,the subject matter.
Unit 3:

Dilution Problems
Richard T. O'Neill
Xavier University

This uses a tutorial program, DILUTE, which diagnoses errors insetting up dilution problems.

P-V-T Behavior of Gases
C. JaMeson
University of Illinois - CC

A program, GASES, simulates the behavior of some gas trapped in
a cylinder witH a piston. The student is given the initial
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unit 4:

Solution Stoichiometry
Richard,T. 0"Neill
Xavier-UniversitY

ProgramENDP7f,,aimulateai titration (in a game format) as an aid
to solving Problems ofreactions in solution. Acid-base and
'oxidation - reduction. reactions are used.

Unit 5:

ColligativeProperties of Solutions
M. Bader
Moravian College

values of concentration terms with the equilibrium constant, at
each stage.
The student must choose the direction thareaCtion:
is required to take in order to reachin equilibrium:state, ::Tbe,
Student Manual includes algebraic` methods foi the'sOlUtion
such problems. Program EQCALC uses thesaMeapProiCh on'a

student's choice of reaction andinitiarconditionsforeystems
too difficult to handle algebraically because of the,high-order:
polynomial equations involved. Program'EQUIZ'is a "2-plis"
quiz-generating program which uses a-random selection of systems
and data; and on the second pass, given the viz code number,
it will print only the answers to any quiz generated.

This unit deals with colligative properties in a standard
qiiishicmvi.but uses a computer to generate two sets of quizzes
of varying levels of difficulty;

Unit 4:

tv

F.

Chemical Equilibrium
Unit 1: _Introduction to Chemical Equilibrium
John J.'Msmock
-Western Carolina University

This uses two programs which allow the student to discover the
nature of chemical equilibrium and the equilibrium constant.
Prograri,EQSIM involves the discovery of chemical equilibrium
by "teletype" graphics which show that equilibrium is dynamic,
.not static.
It further portrays the relationship between the
A:lumbers of different species of molecules. Program KEQ aids in
the discovery of.the functional form of the equilibrium constant.
`The,program, providing simulated data for various initial con ditions,-allows a student to input his choice of concentration
term combinations until he finds one which is function invariant
with respect to initial conditions.
Unit 2:

LeChatelier's Principle
A. K. Jameson
Loyola University

This uses simulation of a chemical system in equilibrium by
"teletype" graphics. A student may disturb equilibrium by
addition of reactants or products, or changing pressure.
The
program simulates how the system reacts, showing before and
after pictures.
Unit 3:

Chemical Equilibrium Calculations
C. Jameson
University of Illinois - CC

,Program EQUIL allows a student to find equilibrium concentrations
by a trial and error approach. This is done by comparing the
#),

Equilibrium in Acid-Base Systems'
A. Settle, Jr.
Virginia Military Institute

This unit uses three programs to explore acid-base equilibria.
Here a student (1) discovers how pH and the degree of dissociation
changes with the analytical concentration ofahCacid; (2) finds
the limits of applicability for a commonly used approximationtedius, but precise, calculations are done by execution ofthe
program, while the student makes cruder hand calculations and
then compares.the two results; (3) discovers how a buffer system
reacts to certain changes. 'The.student inputs these changes for
which new pH values, are calculated.
Unit 5:

Heterogeneous Ionic Equilibria
John
Manock
Western Carolina University

A computer program is used to simulate 'laboratory data that would
be obtained for a reaction involving heterogeneous equilibria.
G.

Redox and Electrochemistry
Unit 1:

Oxidation Number and Balancing Redox Equations
Richard T. O'Neill
Xavier University

Balancing of oxidation-reduction equations by both the'oxidation
number method and the half-reaction method is discussed in the
manual. The program OREBAL helps a student balance ionic.redox
equations in a step by step fashion. A very large number of
possible examples may be picked since half-reactions rather than
whole equations are stored.
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Unit 2:

Electrolysis
M. Bader
Moravian College

This unit enables the student to predict the products of electrolysis of molten and aqueous electrolytes and to predict quantitatively the amount of reaction in an electrolysis cell using
Faraday's laws.
The programFARADAY'is about a problem involving
the application of Faraday's law in a spy-thriller context.
H.

Chemical Kinetics
Unit 1:

,

III.

A.

Elementary Numerical Solutions for Ordinary Differential
Equations
Unit 1:

.

Richard A. Alo
Lamar University

Simple Euler and Euler predictor-corrector methods are introduced,
and discussed.. Elementary analytical.and numerical solutions
of first order differential equations are obtained and the results
are applied to some examples from chemistry and physics.

Reaction Rates and Routes
Frank A. Settle, Jr., V.M.I., and
John J:Manock, Western Carolina U.

This unit presents the half-life method, the graphical method and
,the method of initial rates,vith emphasis on, the latter in determining the rate equation for a reaction. The program KINET
selects a rate law for the reaction A + B + C + D. The program
also generates a unique set of initial concentrations for A and
B and the initial rate observed. The student conducts experients by varying the initial concentrations of each reactant to
be able to find'the order of the reaction with respect to A and
B. The program then proposes several mechanisms for the reaction.
The student chooses one whicl is applicable. If he selects an
incorrect mechanism, he is shown the rate equation which would
have been observed if the mechanism had been the one he picked.

MATHEMATICS MODULES

Unit 2:

L. Carl Leinbacb
Gettysburg College

In this unit the fourth order Runge-Kutta method is applied'to
the example from Unit 1, and the results are compared with those
of the earlier methods and of the analytical solutions. Finally,
the "leap-frog" method is used to solve a second order equation
with given initial values.

i

Unit 2:

Effect of Temperature and Catalyst on Reaction Rate
Frank A. Settle, Jr., V.M.I., and
John J. Manock, Western Carolina U.

Unit 3:

The methods of Unit 1 and Unit 2-are extended for use with
systems of equations. Special emphasis is placed on the utility
of computer models with respect to ease of modification.
The
unit concludes with a discussion of how higher order equations
may be viewed as a syltem of first order equations.
Approximation of Functional Values by Polynomials
Richard A. Alo, Lamar University, and
L. Carl Leinbach, Gettysburg College

B.

IIIThis' unit introduces the concept of activation energy and the

mode of action of a catalyst. The program PILOT illustrates the
role of temperature and catalyst in the design of a pilot plant
for an industrial process. A company wants to produce a new
polymer at a given optimum rate for reasons of safety (not too
fast) and economy (not too slow). In the design of the plant
the student must vary the temperature and select a catalyst
while considering the cost, factors. Eachstudent will have his
own unique set of parameters. From these the teacher can calculate the optimum solution (minimal cost) and compare the student's
results with it. The objective is to make the student aware of
the non-linear dependence of the rate on the temperature and the
effect of a catalyst on the rate.

L. Carl Leinbach
Gettysburg College

This module deals with the- Taylor 'polynomial approximation of
functional values and applications of such approximations to
integrations, differential equations and functions such as the
arcsin and aratan.

Mathematical Modeling (Calculus Version)
L. Carl Leinbadh
Gettysburg College

C.

Newton's Laws of Motion are presented as a paradigm of a
mathematical model. Then Verhulst's population growth model,
a model for the preditor-prey problem, as well as models for
the spread of epidemics and for predicting industrial pollution,
are developed with an emphasis on how such'models may be 6omputei
implemented.
.
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4-4
D.

Numerical Integration
,JOseph H. Mayne
Loyola-UniVereity

simplification over the simplex algorithm.,,, The Fourier method
also permits parametric analysis which is not possible with the
standard simplex method.

Stir:iieg With in intuitive disdussion of area, this module
intioducesmethods for approximating the definite integral of a
cO'CtinUoustunction. The"methods are then applied-to a gas
chromatography experiment and a problem of electrical power
generation.

E., Linear Programming
Lyle E. Mauland
`University of North Dakota

7.

11,

problem considered in Unit 1 are
problem of minimization. Also
limitations of the simplex method
for further exploration.

Gaussian Flimination
J. C2I4athews 7
Iowa State University

After carefully considering the problem of solving small systems
of linear algebraic equatiOns, this module introduces the
Gaussian elimination algorithm. Flow charts for writing a
jrogram to implement the algorithm are developed and a complete
program is providedin the appendix.
G.

Error Analysis
Noal C. Harbertson
California State University, Fresnp

Basic Trigonometry
Richard A. Alo
Lamar University

This module gives a basic introduction to angular measure,
circular functions, and fundamental relationships.
Some applications to the physical and economic sciences are considered.
J.

Unit 1: After seeing some examples which require the maximization, of a linear expression subject to linear constraints,
the student is introduced to the simplex method for solving this
type of problem. Then the student-is guided-in-the development
of a computer program which uses the simplex method.
Unit 2: Variations on the
considered, as well as the dual
included is a discussion of the
and an indication of directions

I.

Transportation Problem
Noel C. Harbertson
,California State University, Fresno

The transportation problem is presented by means of an example,
and the stepping algorithm is discussed.
Included are techniques
for setting up the transportati6n tableau,and finding an initial
feasible solution.
,K.

Mathematical' Modeling (Non-calculus Version)
L. Carl Leinbach
Gettysburg College

Starting with an intuitive discussion of rates of change and
applying the ideas to the falling body problem, this module
develops models for financial analyses, Samuelson't model of
national income, an elementary queuing model, and a diet model.
All the models are computer implemented and the reader isencouraged to experiment with the parameters of each model.
L.

Geometric Programming
Richard A. Alo
Lamar UniVersity

Unit 1: Methods for handling geometric programs are
discussed with applications to business problems.

.

This module introduces the definition of absolute and relatiVe
error and discusses the sources of error in mathematical modeling
and numerical computation. Elementary error propagation and
simple examples of roundoff and truncation are included.

Unit 2: Elementary business examples are analyzed with the
arithmetic-geometric inequality. Optimization problems with
constraints are presented.

,

M.
H.

Fourier-Analysis of Linear Programs
Richard A. Alo
Lamar University

This involves the solution of linear programs using pairwise
elimination.
For small programs the method is a great

.4 3

Matrix Inversion, Determinants, and Cramer's Rule
J. C. Mathews
Iowa'State University

The Gausdian elimination algorithm ispodified to giyan
efficient computer program for matrix inversion. ,Determinants
are explained together with Cramer's rule for the soluticn of
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'linear equations.

Thire are extensive problem sets throughout.

11.' Probability
J. C. Mathews
Ions State University
Unit 1: The first unit discusses counting techniques, the
idea Of a sample space and assignment of probabilities to elementary events,,and the calculation of the probability of the union
of two events. In addition, Bernouilli trials are introduced.

Unit 2: The topics of independent events, conditional probeility, and the formula of Bayes are taken up. Tbii is followed
an elementary discussion of expected value.

0., Vectors and Matrices
Joseph H. Mayne
Loyola University
Elementary algebra of vectors and matrices is introduced. The
matrix multiplication algorithm for square matrices is developed
and the inverse of a matrix is discussed.
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